Abstract: Finite or periodic structures containing the cube motif can be synthesized and transformed into a variety of structures both at the theoretical and real, experimental level. The rhombellation topo-geometric operation may be used to transform the cube-shape into larger units and then build light (spongy) structures with larger voids. Hyper-clusters are polyhedral structures which nodes are polyhedral structures (the same or different ones). The paper presents some hypothetical spongy structures related to the cubic primitive pcu-net, with defects induced by cutting-off some atoms and/or bonds so that only corners are shared between two cubes. A diamondoid hyper-structure containing cube-coalesced corners was proposed for an eventual synthesis. The discussed structures are described in topological terms, particularly by sequential vertex connectivity and ring environment.
Introduction
Nanoscience is a general term used to specify the level of knowledge about structures with nanometer dimensions (1 nanometer = 10 −9 m). Together with the technology enabling the application of nanoscience, in a variety of fields, including science, technique, health, society and culture (also termed nanotechnology), they collectively define the "nanoera" a new time of unprecedented progress in human life related to nanoscience [1] . Research for new materials with applications in technology or health care is an important task nowadays. The efforts are justified by the need for special properties, e.g., light and strong, biodegradable and low polluting materials and processes.
Out of the natural or synthesized materials like diamond, diamond-like carbon, metal oxides, etc., used for their high density/hardness or other physico-chemical properties, zeolites [2] and metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) [3] [4] [5] are appreciated for their light structures, with voids inside that can be occupied by appropriate guests, or remain empty. In this article, such light structures are termed "spongy" ones.
Rhombellanes are mathematical structures, introduced by us in 2017 [6] . A rhombellane was defined [7] [8] [9] [10] as a structure with the following characteristics: (1) all strong rings are rhombs/squares; (2) its vertex class consists of all non-connected vertices; (3) the omega polynomial has a single term: 1X |E(G)| ; (4) the line graph of the parent graph shows a Hamiltonian circuit; (5) it haa at least one rbl.5, the smallest rhombellane. Rombellanes originate from real molecules, such as propellanes [11] and polymeric staffanes [12] . The smallest rhombellane, rbl.5 is the realization of K 2,3 -a complete bipartite graph (Figure 1, left) . By accepting larger even-sized polygonal faces (with respect to the Omega criterion) and tiles other than rbl.5, one may define related quasi-rhombellanes.
The aim of this paper is to introduce some spongy nets related to corner coalesced cubic nets and, on this basis, to propose possible synthesizable networks, candidates to biodegradable polymers. 
Results
Cube-shape-containing structures can be modified by using topo-geometric operations, particularly the rhombellation operation. Out of the smallest rhombic shape, rh6.8 (i.e., the shape of cube -RCSR symbol [13] : cub [4^6])), other polyhedral shapes can be obtained, like those shown in Figure 1 : rh12.14 (rdo [4^12]-middle) and rh24.26 (mtp [4^24]-right). These shapes result by iterating the rhombellation on the cube-shape-containing structures; the number of rhombs/squares in the actual generation, is twice that in the previous one. The number suffixing the name of a structure counts its vertices/atoms (Remark: in the above examples, this number is larger by 2 than the number of rhombs, a consequence of the Euler characteristic for the structures embedded in the sphere, by performing such operations, see [14] ). Note that "shape" is used here instead of the corresponding polyhedron, since, in this topological view, angles and bond lengths are disregarded [15] .
Cube-Shape Corner Coalesced Nets
The interest here was focused on finding structures made by constructing polyhedral shapes having coalesced corners and no edges or faces shared by two cells/shapes. In this respect, a domain consisting of 14 cubic shapes was cut off from the cubic primitive pcu-net. Its translation along the xyz axes led to two nets, denoted here as A and B ( Table 1 , entry 1) by using an inclined (by 60°) z-coordinate [16, 17] . Capital letters will be assigned for the hereafter discussed nets, except for the known ones. Rhombellation of these two nets led to the corresponding nets shown in Figure  3 ; the units of the rhombellated nets are shown in Figure 4 (see also 
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A-net (ortho) B-net (inclined) Figure 2 . Corner-coalesced cube nets. T1C: (14(rh12.1.14)); (v = 172; e = 336; r4 = 168; r8 = 300). T2C: 12(rh12.1.14); (v = 152; e = 288; r4 =1 44; r8 = 232). The shapes making up these nets are indicated in Table 1 (fourth column), while the tiles (with subscript numbers and letters) are listed in the last column; tiles are repeating units, building blocks, etc. (for a more complete definition see [9, 18, 19] ).
Spongy Corner Coalesced Nets
Other nets were built by using direct translation of appropriate units ( Figure 5 , left and right) or the rhombellation operation ( Figure 5 , middle). Details are found in Table 1 , entries 5 to 7.
G-net (inclined) Figure 5 . Corner-coalesced nets.
Hyper-Diamondoid Nets
A triple periodic hyper-network, denoted here as Y-net was designed by using as the repeating unit a hyper-adamantane Hyp[ada.10](CC.156)).1270, (Figure 6 , left, top); it is made from etheric The shapes making up these nets are indicated in Table 1 (fourth column), while the tiles (with subscript numbers and letters) are listed in the last column; tiles are repeating units, building blocks, etc. (for a more complete definition see [9, 18, 19] ).
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A triple periodic hyper-network, denoted here as Y-net was designed by using as the repeating unit a hyper-adamantane Hyp[ada.10](CC.156)).1270, (Figure 6 , left, top); it is made from etheric cuboids CC.156, formally derived from hexahydroxycyclohexane, hhc. The suffixing numbers include here both the cyclohexane substituents and hydrogen atoms; for the sake of simplicity, these are further omitted, e.g., CC.156 becomes CC.60 (see Figure 6 , the right column and Table 1, entry 9). A corresponding rod-like net is shown in Figure 6 (left, bottom).
cuboids CC.156, formally derived from hexahydroxycyclohexane, hhc. The suffixing numbers include here both the cyclohexane substituents and hydrogen atoms; for the sake of simplicity, these are further omitted, e.g., CC.156 becomes CC.60 (see Figure 6 , the right column and Table 1, entry 9). A corresponding rod-like net is shown in Figure 6 (left, bottom). The topology of the structures above presented is basically characterized by sequences of connectivity (LC) and rings around a vertex (LR) [20] [21] [22] . The LR matrix provided different values for different ring domains, e.g., for (rmin.rmin) (corresponding to the ring symbol) and (rmin.r), r-being a chosen value; these values are indicated in the tables listing LC and LR sequences (Appendix, Tables A1 to A4).
Discussion
Crystals are highly ordered structures, with periodically repeating atomic clusters in three independent directions of space, and showing an essentially discrete diffraction diagram [23] ; the symmetry of infinite crystal lattices is completely described by the 230 space symmetry groups.
Cube-Shape Containing Structures
Rhombellation operation applied to the pcu-net (tile rh6.8, i.e., the cube or better a cuboid shape) leads to a net where the shape has twice the number of rhombs, namely rh12.14. Iterating the operation, rbl(rbl(pcu)) results in a network with the shape rh24.26 [24] .
Hyper-clusters are those polyhedral structures of which the nodes are polyhedral structures (the same or different ones). There are few convex polyhedra that are true fillers of 3D space [10] , e.g., the cube, the rhombic dodecahedron, rdo, etc. Then, a hyper-cluster of rdo (better of its shape, rh12.14), like Hyp[rh12.14](rh6.1.8).88 (i.e., the tile T1A of A-and B-nets), may be viewed as a filler of a "hyperspace". The square brackets give information about the "host" cluster, of which vertices consist of the second cluster (round brackets). The name of shapes, being the "bricks" of the host cluster are eventually amended by the number of vertices/atoms shared by two shapes/cells in the realization of the hyper-cluster, e.g., "rh6.1.8" means corner-coalesced cubic shapes. The herein discussed hypertiles: T1A, T1C and T1Y, are listed in Table 1 (entries 2, 4 and 9) and also shown in Figures 2, 4 and 6. The tile T2A: (rh6.e.8@6(rh6.8).32), is in fact a void; the letter "e" indicates the core, a "cube with no edges". The topology of the structures above presented is basically characterized by sequences of connectivity (LC) and rings around a vertex (LR) [20] [21] [22] . The LR matrix provided different values for different ring domains, e.g., for (r min .r min ) (corresponding to the ring symbol) and (r min .r), r-being a chosen value; these values are indicated in the tables listing LC and LR sequences (Appendix A, Tables A1-A4).
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Cube-Shape Containing Structures
Hyper-clusters are those polyhedral structures of which the nodes are polyhedral structures (the same or different ones). There are few convex polyhedra that are true fillers of 3D space [10] , e.g., the cube, the rhombic dodecahedron, rdo, etc. Then, a hyper-cluster of rdo (better of its shape, rh12.14), like Hyp[rh12.14](rh6.1.8).88 (i.e., the tile T 1A of A-and B-nets), may be viewed as a filler of a "hyper-space". The square brackets give information about the "host" cluster, of which vertices consist of the second cluster (round brackets). The name of shapes, being the "bricks" of the host cluster are eventually amended by the number of vertices/atoms shared by two shapes/cells in the realization of the hyper-cluster, e.g., "rh6.1.8" means corner-coalesced cubic shapes. The herein discussed hyper-tiles: T 1A , T 1C and T 1Y , are listed in Table 1 (entries 2, 4 and 9) and also shown in Figures 2, 4 and 6. The tile T 2A : (rh6.e.8@6(rh6.8).32), is in fact a void; the letter "e" indicates the core, a "cube with no edges".
Spongy Corner Coalesced Nets
The vertex/atom coalescence of cells is a fact well-known from fullerenes. If, in a net, there is one tile and one void (complementary ones), both of which can be used to generate the same net.
The flu-net may be generated both by ortho and inclined units; there is a third way, using the same unit (i.e., rh12.14) to give the corner-coalesced E-net (Table 1 , entry 5). The inclined coordinates lead to the same net in the case of simple units (see the flu-net) while different nets result when the units are more complex (see the B-and G-nets). The F-net (Table 1, entry 6) was designed by rhombellating the E-net. The sequences for the flu-and pcu-nets are given in Table A3 .
In the both E-and F-nets one may cut-off domains of eight shapes/cells that can be viewed as hyper-structures: Hyp[rh6.8](rh12.1.14) ( Figure 5, left) ; Hyp[rh6.8] (rh24.1.26) (Figure 5, middle) . The inside void is the same as the corresponding shape; translating the E-net to fit with its voids, and identifying the superposed vertices, one obtains the well-known flu-net Table A3 (entry 2). In the case of the F-net, the "entanglement" with itself leads to a (spongy) pcu-net with defects (namely the shape rh24.9.26- Table A3 , entry 3), the H-net (Table 1, entry 8) . The design of the "half"-nets, E and F, of the flu-and pcu-(defect) nets, respectively, may be useful in understanding the structural details and relatedness of nets, apparently very different.
Spongy Diamond Nets
In a previous paper [17] we designed a spongy-diamond net, of which the hyper-unit is Hyp[ada.10](ada.10).100. In the actual paper, the topology of the new diamondoid hyper-net Y (Table 1, .156)).1270 and the cuboid shape CC.156. Energetic aspects, computed at the DFT level of theory, and pharmacological properties of a double-shell cluster built from CC.156, were published in a previous paper of Topo Group Cluj [25] . Substructures of this double-shell rhombellanic cuboid were tested for virtual docking with two indolizine derivatives, with good results [26] . Also, the linear hypothetical polymer, [n]hhc, (Figure 6 , left, bottom) was docked to the enzyme glucose oxidase, GOX (3QVR) [27] . These results are a promise for the design and synthesis of cuboid-based molecules. In recent years, several research groups have reported hyper-structures, both as hypothetical and realized molecules [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . For cubanes, see refs. [37] [38] [39] . The paper is an attempt to describe possible ways to access new, finite or periodic structures, in topological terms, rather than crystallographic ones. The relation with synthetic chemistry was established by the diamondoid Y-net.
Methods
Cube-shape containing structures were modified by using topo-geometric operations, particularly the rhombellation operation. In addition to the smallest rhombic shape, rh6.8 (i.e., the shape of cube), there appear other polyhedral shapes, like rh12.14, rh24.26, etc. These shapes result by iterating the rhombellation on the cube-shape-containing structures. Rhombellation [24] starts by diagonalizing each face of an all-rhomb map rh 0 by a joint point (called "rbl-point"); then, new vertices are added, opposite to the parent vertices and joined, each of them, with the rbl-vertices lying in the proximity of a parent vertex, thus local rh-cells are formed. The process can be iterated, considering the envelope/shell rh n as "rh 0 " for rh n+1 , and in this way shell by shell are added to the precedent structure. Since the two diagonals of a rhomb may be topologically different, each new generation may provide two isomers. Here, rhombellation was used to achieve the doubling of the number of rhombs in a cell, included in a periodic net. Finding the vertex (subgraph) classes in a graph is related to topological symmetry; they are calculated as centrality classes, by using the centrality index, C, developed at Topo Group Cluj [20] . It is calculated on layer/shell matrices [21, 22] , by the formula:
This index allows one to find the graph center and provides an ordering of vertices according to their centrality [38] . All computations have been using our original Nano Studio software package [39] .
Conclusions
Atom coalescence of cells is a fact already known in fullerenes [40] . Structures like those discussed above may appear at the impact of mater with an ion beam, laser, etc., while the experimentalist needs models for structure identification and properties checking. Corner-coalesced structures can be viewed as light/spongy materials, related to zeolites or MOFs. Cuboid structures were modeled at the Topo Group Cluj in an attempt to design rhombellanic real molecules, of which pharmacological properties were simulated [25] . The six-connected vertex of a corner-coalesced cuboid may be obtained from the hexahydroxy-cyclohexane. The rod-like structure and the etheric triple periodic net, possible to be synthesized from the CC.156 cuboid, represent polymers that may undergo biodegradation in environment, if ever synthesized. The topology of the discussed structures was given in terms of substructure composition, atom connectivity LC and rings around RC sequences.
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Appendix A Table A1 . Corner coalesced cubic pcu network: unit/tile; vertex connectivity classes; ring domain; population; degree; point symbol; LM sequence: connectivity (LC) and atom surrounding rings (LR).
Cn Cls
Network Letter and Vertex Classes LM 1 A (ortho) T 1 : (v = 88; e = 168; r 4 = 84; r 6 = 48; r 10 = 96; r 12 = 998) 
